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mixtures, he wanted to play the artist himself and raised objections :ee Don't you think the cheeks are rather yellow?" or " The white of the eye seems to me rather cold." To hell with the white of the eye 1
But where the boss was wrong was in insisting, in his cheeseparing economy, upon using calico of poor quality. The stuff ate up more colour, and it made the hand slower. Not to speak of the fact that the black, for example, despite the coat of priming, succeeded in soaking into the fabric, so that you always felt as though you were painting letters that blurred. This was the more vexatious in that the group of spectators could not be expected to know that the calico wasn't worth a damn and might ask themselves whether Peclet really knew his job.
" Wazemmes I Haven't you finished ? Wash my brushes for me 1 "
** Coming, coming ! **    And he came running.
Young Wajzetnmes, a tall, sturdy fellow, was as far from finishing his colour-grinding as he was advanced in reading a book entitled : Little Secrets of the Motor-car. For the last few days, as a matter of fact, Wazemmes had been in doubt about his vocation. He was quite sure that painting did not interest him - above all, this low-grade kind of painting. (If it had been a question of posing lovely models in the nude, and winning medals at the Salon, well, then ...) Besides, as he possessed a keen and open mind, he had his own ideas about the economic development of the period. He believed in the future of the motor-car and of electricity. But, he did not know why, electricity attracted him the less of the two. Because of its lack of movement, perhaps ; besides, too often it was a matter of abstract quantities. So he had decided to learn something about the motor-car.
But Wazemmes was obliging, both by nature and in the way of business. Just as he found it quite natural to " lie down on the job " when nobody was looking at him, so he had no objection to be of service, so long as he was on duty, to anybody who asked it. Even the boss might give him an order whenever he liked. Wazemmes set about

